SPECIALIST PRODUCTS
These products have been designed for specific vehicle cleaning requirements

Powerwash

®

Powerwash Super is ideal for achieving the maximum level of high performance
cleaning power, or for maximum economy when diluted to make general use TFR

SUPER

P

READY TO USE: Heavy duty TFR, ideal for
application through pressure washer, gantry wash
or spray arch cleaning systems
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HIGH PERFORMANCE: For use on all types of
commercial vehicles and plant equipment, is also
ideal for use on engines, chassis and components

HEAVY DUTY CONCENTRATED TFR

P

ECONOMICAL: Because of its concentrated
formula, a 25 litre Powerwash Super can also be
diluted to make up to 200 litres of general purpose
TFR
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FREE RINSING: Leaves a non-smear,
streak-free finish

25 200 1000
LITRES
PSU25L

LITRES

LITRES

PSU200L

PSU1000L

Powerwash

®

STRENGTH GUIDE:
HEAVY

HIGH DETERGENCY: The high detergent
formulation of Powerwash Super offers superior
cleaning power
VARIETY: Available in a variety of sizes, offering
increasing economy when purchased in volume

Powerwash Non-Caustic is a gentle action TFR formulated to remove dirt and
grime from sensitive paintwork and finishes

NON-CAUSTIC
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READY TO USE: No need for pre-diluting, offering
maximum cleaning power and convenience
NON-CAUSTIC FORMULA: Gentle yet effective on
paintwork, ensuring no colour fading or dulling of
shine

TFR FOR HIGH QUALITY &
SENSITIVE SURFACES
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VERSATILE: Can be used on all vehicle types for
general cleaning
SUPERIOR FINISH: Powerwash Non-Caustic
gives a deep gloss shine to paintwork

FRAGRANCED: Citrus fragrance, ideal for customer
friendly environments
COMPATIBLE: Suitable for use with all hot and cold
cleaning systems

25 200
LITRES

LITRES

PNC25L

PNC200L

Powerwash

®

STRENGTH GUIDE:
LIGHT/MEDIUM
Powerwash Wash & Wax cleans cars and vans to leave a deep gloss shine
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WASH & WAX

ADVANCED DETERGENT FORMULATION:
Carefully removes all dirt and grime, without
harming paintwork, glass and trims
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NEUTRAL pH FORMULA: The advanced neutral
pH formula ensures no colour fading or dulling,
adding a deep glossy shine to your vehicle

SUPERIOR CAR SHAMPOO
& CONDITIONER

VERSATILE: Suitable for use with all types of car
wash equipment, makes an ideal hand wash
shampoo
NON-SMEAR: Contains special free rinsing
additives, ensuring vehicles are left without streaks
or smears

ECONOMICAL: Typical hand wash solution
requires only 1:100 parts water

25 200
LITRES

LITRES

PWW25L

PWW200L

STRENGTH GUIDE:
LIGHT/MEDIUM

NON IRRITANT: Specially designed to be safe to
use by hand, reducing the risk of irritation

